To demarcate different patterns of missingness, a horizontal dotted line is drawn at 16% of missingness and vertical dotted line is drawn after one year of study, December 2014. Pattern 1 (n=10,406) consisted of hospitals that had missingness below 16% within the first year of study, pattern 2 (n=13,565) consisted of hospitals that had missingness below 16% after the first year study, pattern 3 (n=6,568) consisted of hospitals that had missingness above 16% within the first year of study, and pattern 4 (n=5,817) consisted of hospitals that had missingness above 16% after the first year of study.
The objective of this approach was to develop parameter estimates from identical models applied to datasets with different missing data patterns [S1]. Four patterns were generated based on the different levels of vital signs missingness across different hospitals and periods of time. These patterns were as illustrated in the plot presented S2 Appendix. For each dataset (pattern) we used the same imputation procedure and regression model strategies as presented in the main text. This generated four sets of model estimates. A single combined estimate of association for each covariate was then produced from across these four patterns using weights according to the proportions of observations in each data patterns [S1]. Comparison of these estimates and those found under MAR assumption were not discernibly different in terms of magnitude of the coefficients. 
